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I am so perfect so divine so ethereal so surreal
I cannot be comprehended except by my permission
I mean … I … can fly
like a bird in the sky …
– Nikki Giovanni
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A PENCIL
by Jessica
a pencil: someone else’s or my own.
it takes me places
from France to Rome.
it writes my love letters.
does my homework.
my pencil is my hand.
my hand is my mind.
my pencil can illustrate the sea.
It can expose the sun.
My pencil does everything.
I can’t think of one thing my pencil hasn’t done.
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TRIPS
by Sasha
The man on the seat next to you is not
your best friend
That woman’s face is not melting
Body trips
take me far
These odd little spasms that
is a language of their own
The glassy eyes
that are certain that everything it’s
seeing is reality
And open-mouthed awe at the unbuttoning
of the mind
Psychotic thoughts that jump just as
quickly to thoughts of unconditional
love and endless bliss
That is what life is about.
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ON POETRY
by Angela
Story full of laughter and love.
Feelings come out and the truth is spoken.
No one’s the same.

ON TODAY
by Kyra
Today was beautiful
the sun was shining bright
and warm on my face.

ON LIPSTICK
by Sasha
Whale fat, smeared across my lips.
Colors vibrant. Beautiful.
Red, pink, purple, black.
Whale fat is beautiful.
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STILL I BARK
(after Maya Angelou’s “Still I Rise”)
by Samira
You may step on my shoes
With your breath
You may deny me access
But still like a post, I BARK.
Does my size make you realize,
Why my lies might flow through your eyes
Because I can see your weakness beneath your lies.
Just like the earth and the sky
Time goes by, more like it flies
Just like ants and the bees still I will never get any fleas.
I bark.
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HOMAGE TO MY LEGS
(after Lucille Clifton’s “Hips”)
by Sasha
These legs are strong legs
These legs carry me far away or to you
if that’s where these legs wanna be
These legs are soft
Silky and smooth and oh so mesmerizing
These legs are independent
They go where they wish to go and
dance to what they want to dance to
These legs all mine, all mine
Oh yes, these legs, so surreal, so divine
These legs, all mine
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THE ONE I LOVE
by Noemie
I love my mother
She’s like no other
Raising me to be better
But I feel like I just disappoint her
Telling her I’ll do better
I just end up messing around with her
Now I’ll show her I’ll be better
Cleaning my room, taking care of my brothers and sister
I’ll show her how much I love her
And I’ll never replace her
‘Cause she’s my mother
And I love her

VIOLA
by Jessica
Her hair was like waves on a close lakeshore.
Her body was like a blossomed bonsai curving
beautifully.
Her face was smooth like the petals of a rose but it
glowed like the moon.
And her eyes a lovely blue.
Her lashes curled over like a butterfly's wings, that’s it
… butterfly’s eyes.
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ON TODAY
by Sasha
Oh, can’t wait for tomorrow.
Tomorrow I’ll not be able to wait
for the next. I want to take a shower.

ON WRITING
by Kyra
I like writing
but I don’t like poetry at all
but I have to say
sometimes
it’s nice.

ON A GLASS OF WATER
by Angela
It’s see-through and pale.
It turns fuzzy and clear.
It’s good for you.
It helps you grow.
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DAMION
by Jessica
Winter flew by in the blink of an eye when I was still
holding his hand.
Changes, decisions rippled and stained every kiss.
Waiting for the miraculous May and June.
We waited to set fire to all the deception and
backstabbing.
Almost two years we are waiting once again for our
miraculous May and June.

LIPS
(after Lucille Clifton’s “Hips”)
by Marva
These lips are thick and gorgeous.
They move smoothly with the song of words.
The curves hold one’s attention when it’s in action.
These lips cast spells on men
and captivate their inner desires
to keep them staring for a long time.
These lips are big and gorgeous.
It moves with rhythm and rhymes
and can pull you in without a fight.
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MY HAIR
by Kyra
My hair is thick
My hair needs the wind
because is needs to grow.
They don’t like to be in a hair tie
only down and free.
They never have dead ends
and good roots that
you could never find
in a bottle of hair dye.

DIMPLES
by Jessica
Childhood: so beautiful but so short.
She blew kisses to the glass-eyed dolls when she knew
she would have to say goodbye.
But would she have to let go?
No, she wouldn’t.
She tucked her childhood in a silver box sewn inside her
heart.
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ENERGY
by Jessica
I haven’t slept
But I’ve never felt so rested
It’s never been so bright.
The sun hasn’t risen yet.
Today I chose to step into the mirror
with the strength to say,
I’ve never seen anything so beautiful.
Everything and anything
that has been a challenge is gone – totally destroyed.
Strong is not in the muscle, it is in the mind.

UNTITLED
by Roman
The person’s eyes
like soul’s mirrors
can always tell you
love one’s feelings.
You look and try to see
reflection there
of your commitment, love, and care.
They make you cry.
They make you smile.
They tell the truth
and they don’t lie.
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ON TODAY
by Angela
Dream about today and live for tomorrow.
Every day is different, lots of things to do,
different ways to do them.

ON LIPSTICK
by Kyra
My red lipstick makes me feel
so classy and girly
but I love it.

ON WRITING
by Sasha
Pen. Paper. Writers block.
What to write?
Don’t want to sound stupid.
Maybe I shouldn’t write.
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A SMALL BIRD’S EGG
by Sasha
Blue and speckled
Oval
Such a beautiful shell
that contains a bird
who has no love for the cage it broke out of
I want to take a shower
A birdbath!
A birdbath is so cute
these eggs that have little
robins in them are beautiful
The envy of all the plain eggs in the trees
These birds so high up
Why would you ever come down
if you had wings?
to just fly away anyhow
you want a change
Bye bye park
Bye bye people, ants to my eyes
Bye bye reality
If we were birds
We would be invisible
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ON MIRRORS
by Yvan
Mirrors well placed
Can show you eternity
And eternity can only be shown
Through well placed mirrors

ON WRITING
by Angela
Writing is emotional and words come out.
It’s bad to keep thoughts inside.
It will explode your mind.

ON LIPSTICK
by Yvan
The more one wears
The more one thinks
If I was to wear it
The whole idea would stink
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THIS GUY
by Noemie
People make me want to cry
but I smile at this cute boy.
I say “hello” and he says, “come over,”
then, “see ya later,”
and then life starts over.

ON POETRY
by Neha
Wings made of words
to carry you away
to lie in a cloud of your thoughts.

TRIPS
by Jessica
With his bus pass he starts his journey.
He scans his fate.
A trip to Lori’s.
A walk to the park.
He will make his own discoveries.
His mind wonders with his bus pass in his pocket.
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ON MIRRORS
by Angela
Every day I pick a fight with the mirror.
I can’t take the person staring back at me.
I’m a hazard to myself.

ON A GLASS OF WATER
by Yvan
Can be half full
Can be half empty
All depending on
Which side of the fence you're standing on

ON LIPSTICK
by Angela
It’s fake and gross,
comes in different colours and shapes.
They belong in the trash, far away down.
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FATHER
by Jessica
He wasn’t around much but I have so many memories
of him.
The regret is there in his laugh lines on his face.
He flinches at the title “father” he wonders if he really
deserves it.
The effort is there with each kiss that he gives me, his
arms warm and wide open.
He tries to get to know me.
I forget his past as a gift. That’s all I can give him, but
I’ll let him know this.
I can see his bright future. I am proud to call him dad.
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MIGHTY LEGS
by Angela
These legs are like the sun, they shine each time I walk.
They move around all day and night.
These legs are magic legs. They fit in.
These legs are strong never back down.
They always stand their ground.
They do what they want, oh my mighty legs.
I’ve got to know them as they need their space.
They transport through the night blue sky.

MY HANDS
by Jessica
My hands have started wars.
My hands have bled and bruised.
My hands have worked and blistered and saved my life.
My hands have always been my friends stood by my
sides.
They have put themselves in front of me to steady my
fall.
I will always love my hands.
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ON WRITING
by Neha
An art forgotten.
Replaced with abbreviations
and made-up words.

ON A GLASS OF WATER
by Sasha
Half full, half empty,
filled up, empty too.
This gush of water
down the tunnel
that is my throat.
Now it is acid.

ON TODAY
by Yvan
Yesterday, today was tomorrow
I truly appreciate the fact
That it was not two days ago
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RANDOM THINGS
by Sasha
Angela cracks her toes
Gillian’s trying to concentrate
McD’s coffee,
Definitely not better than Timmy’s
This might be a waste
of paper or waste of words
or a waste of time
Either way I’m here and
Gillian is still trying to concentrate
I’m still breathing
And this isn’t all bad

ATTICA
by Jessica
I was lost in thought. All I could think was, “I wish he
were here,” but then a gleaming smile caught my eye. I
was in his arms. The next second my heart stopped. I
felt light as air, the energy was intoxicating. It was like I
took a shot of pure happiness. His smile was
overwhelming, I couldn’t believe he was here. I kept
asking myself, “Did I fall asleep again?” But no, his
touch, his kisses, his words were too real. It had been
months since I had the opportunity to kiss him and I
could see he was ready to take advantage of it. I could
stay in his arms forever, but forever would not be long
enough.
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ON LIPSTICK
by Neha
Like war paint;
an adornment, an armour
delicate, yet deadly.

ON POETRY
by Yvan
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Now that's poetry!!!

ON MIRRORS
by Sasha
Ew, go away, go away.
Oh wait, you look good today.
Is that something in your teeth?
Gross. Fix that.
Okay, you’re good. Smile.
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I AM
by Kyra
I put the gal in galaxy
the blue in the sky.
I am a rose petal, so soft.
I love my brother and sister
with the force of the ocean.
I crack my fingers
and the lions roar.
I put the win in wink
the lines in the road.
I am contemplative, so fantastic.
I am a desert
with more grains of sand
than you can count.
When I smile all the boys fall in love.
I put the shine in diamonds,
the beautiful in paradise.
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UNTITLED
by Sasha
With his bus pass
he gets on and goes on and on
he never gets off
I’ll never get off too
Until they yell and call the police
I’ll ride this bus to Winnipeg
I’ll go to Mexico
and I’ll laugh at Montreal
because I’ll be gone
With his bus pass
I’ll travel the world
and eat exotic foods, and meet exotic
people, and live and dance
A whole party, created by this
man who arrived on this bus
Welcome to the world
this magic bus that is the
craziest party you’ve ever been invited to
Psychedelic colors flying past the windows
And laughter flying out of my mouth.
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STILL I ROAR
(after Maya Angelou’s “Still I Rise”)
by Kyra
You may kick me down with your words
with your bitter twisted lies
but still like a lion
I roar.
Does my long hair entangle you?
Why are you so upset with my long hair?
‘Cause I can brush it 100 times
and it shines like the sun
that will blind your eyes.
Just like tigers, I will fight.
Just like bears, I will fight.
Still I roar.
Did you want to see me down in the dirt?
You may kick me down.
You may shoot me down.
You may punch me down
but still like lions, tigers, and bears
I roar.
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ON WRITING
by Yvan
Writing is an expression
Of deep thoughts
That come to the surface
When they are put on paper

ON POETRY
by Sasha
Poetry is poetry.
Write, write,
depression, depression,
drown yourself in a lake,
burn up in the oven,
it’s poetry.

ON A GLASS OF WATER
by Neha
Half empty?
Half full?
Just drink it,
don’t think too much.
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OPINIONS
by Jessica and Sasha
He whispered in my ear, “May I partake in your
movement?” Hand by hand, I discussed my plan to the
ten children hiding in the cupboard. My way through
town, my heart leads the way. Time was running and I
decided to accept the world is ending. I look sick, a pout
on my face. Red lips, pale skin, my skin is ice cold. The
colour of snow. Why does it always rain in vaudeville?
Free line the line the boundaries that stop my sultry
ideas. Welcome to the carnival, a place where reality is
not relevant and nothing is real. Our wishes pass us
faster than thoughts. I am alive.
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